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Etac Swift Freestanding toilet seat raiser
Swift Freestanding is the perfect choice when you want a raised toilet seat easily and 
quickly. By simply setting it to the preferred height and placing it over the toilet, you have a 
seat height adapted to your needs, and sturdy armrests that facilitate standing up and 
sitting down. When complemented with a pan, it can just as easily be used in the bedroom 
as a stand-alone toilet chair. 

Designed for flexibility
In addition, Swift Freestanding can serve as a shower stool. 
Its light weight makes it easy to move and it is designed to 
sustain wet environments. The stool is extremely stable 
thanks to its large footprint and non-slip ferrules that 
provide an excellent grip on wet or uneven surfaces. With a 
maximum user weight of 160 kg it accommodates larger 
users well. 

Swift’s seat is height-adjustable from 42-57 cm, and can 
be set with a slight anterior tilt which further facilitates 
standing up and relieves pressure on the hip joints. 

Functions that can evolve over time
Apart from being complemented with a pan, Swift can also 
be fitted with a back support and paddings to provide extra 
comfort and support. This way it can gradually change over 
time, along with the needs of the user. 

Easy assembly and cleaning
Swift Freestanding is easy to assemble without the need 
for any tools. The armrests and legs can just as easily be 
removed, which is great for car transportation and 
simplifies cleaning. The chair has an integrated splash 
guard, smooth surfaces and is non-corroding. 

Etac Swift Freestanding toilet seat raiser Item no.
Swift Freestanding toilet seat raiser 81702020

Dimensions
 Total width: 56 cm (22”) 
Seat width: 54 cm (21¼”) 
Seat height 42–57 cm (16½–22½”) 
Width between the arm supports: 45 cm (17¾”)

Materials
Seat and arm supports: polypropylene
Legs: aluminum and polyamide
Ferrules: TPE

Weight
3.9 kg (8.6 lbs)

Maximum user weight
160 kg (353 lbs)

Maintenance

160 353

Clean / disinfect the product using a standard non-abrasive cleaning agent with a 
pH between 5 and 9, or with a 70% disinfectant solution. The product can be safely 
cleaned in a cabinet washer-disinfector at 85°C for 3 minutes.
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Smart height adjustment
The telescopic legs can swiftly be adjusted to 
the preferred height thanks to a self-locking 
button that clicks into place. The oval shape 
prevents the legs from turning when making 
the adjustment. There are no loose parts to 
misplace.

Easy handling
Swift Freestanding comes flat-packed in a 
smart carry case. Since the chair is easily 
assembled and disassembled, the case can 
be saved and used for further transports 
if the chair is used in several venues or 
settings. 

Dependably stable
The chair has a large footprint which makes it 
extremely stable, and a generous maximum 
user weight of 160 kg. The legs’ responsive, 
non-slip ferrules adapt to the floor and provide 
an excellent grip on wet or uneven surfaces. 

Pan with integrated, self-locking lid
A pan is available as an accessory. It has a 
tight-locking lid, fits smoothly and becomes 
one with the seat. The pan has a handle in 
the back as well as an upright handle that 
automatically locks the lid when carried.

Features

Accessories
Backrest
84006181 
Backrest that can be added for extra support 
and comfort. Easy to click into place without 
the need for any tools. Just as easy to detach.
Material: Polypropylene 

Seat pad
84005064 
The non-slip seat pad provides an instant 
warm feeling and makes sitting more 
comfortable. Easy to wipe down.
Material: Polyethylene

Back support pad
84005065
Fitted on the back support for extra comfort 
and provides a warm feeling. It is non-slip, 
simple to click into place and easy to clean. 
Material: Polyethylene

Pan
Without lid: 84005066
With lid: 84005068
A pan with a smart, integrated lid that locks 
automatically when lifted. Fits smoothly and 
becomes one with the seat.
Material: Polypropylene

Toilet paper holder
80301629 
A flexible paper holder that is attached to the 
armrest. Can be placed on both left and right 
armrest and with the opening facing forward 
or backward.
Material: Polyamide, stainless steel

Soap dish / Lid holder
80209266 
Attaches to the side of the seat. Perfect place
to store shower gel, shampoo, pan lid.  
Also equipped with a built-in shower holder.  
Material: Polypropylene 

Splash guard
80209430
The splash guard provides a soft protection in 
the front to avoid splashing. Attaches to the 
front of the seat and can easily be removed. 
Material: Polyurethane

Swift Freestanding  
toilet seat raiser

Swift Freestanding with  
added back support

Swift Freestanding with  
added back support and pan
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Founded in 1973, Etac is a world-leading developer and provider of ergonomic 
assistive devices and patient handling equipment. Our ambition is to provide solutions 

that optimise quality of life for the individual, family members and caregivers.

For the latest news and continuously updated  
product information – visit: www.etac.com

Etac AB
Kista Science Tower
SE-164 51 Kista, Sweden
Tel +46 371 – 58 73 30
info@etac.se www.etac.com


